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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TRANSFORMING AN IMAGE

TECHICAL FIELD

The various aspects relate to transformation of images or pictures, which transformed

images or picture may be merged.

BACKGROUND

For obtaining high dynamic range images, multiple pictures may be taken. These

pictures are taken with different image sensor sensitivities, different shutter timings,

different diaphragm openings, other, or a combination thereof. Subsequently, these

pictures are merged. As a camera may move between taking various pictures, standard

one to one merging results in artefacts. The motion of the camera is counteracted

through updating a picture taken.

US 2009/0067752 A 1 discloses an image registration method, medium, and apparatus

obtaining first and second images, generating first and second image pyramids based

on the first and second images, respectively, by performing sub-sampling which

reduces the length and width of each of the first and second images by half, and

determining one of five directions as an optimal movement direction for a current level

of the first and second image pyram ids based on two images belonging to a

corresponding level, updating a motion vector for the current level based on the optimal

movement direction for the current level and updating a first image belonging to a level

directly below the current level based on the updated motion vector for the current level,

wherein the updating comprise updating a motion vector for each of a plurality of levels

of the first and second image pyramids in an order from an uppermost level to a

lowermost level.

SUMMARY

It is preferred to provide a more efficient and accurate method of transforming an image.

In a first aspect, a method is provided of transforming a first image representing a view

of a scenery. The method comprises obtaining the first image and obtaining a reduced

first image by reducing the information density of the first image by a pre-determined

factor. The method further comprises obtaining an image reference for the scenery, the



image reference comprising a first reference to a first reference feature at a first

reference location and identifying at least one first image feature of the scenery at a first

image location in the first reduced image. The first reference feature is matched to the

first image feature and if the first reference feature matches to the first image feature, a

first image transformation is calculated by calculating a shift of the feature from the first

reference location to the first image location. Subsequently, a transformed first image is

obtained by applying the first image transformation to at least a part of the first image.

By reducing the information density of a picture taken, an automated feature detection

algorithm will detect less features, reducing calculation power required for matching

features and determining the transformation. Naturally, a good trade-off between is to

be made: little information reduction will result in still a lot of features recognised. Too

much information reduction may not leave enough features for matching and calculating

the transformation.

Furthermore, by applying the transformation to the actual pictures taken, rather than to

an upscaled, partially or already transformed picture and/or otherwise processed

picture, the transformed picture is more accurate than when transformed in accordance

with known methods.

In an embodiment of the first aspect, the first transformation is a homography

transformation.

A homography transformation is a relatively simple transformation that can be scaled

efficiently.

In another embodiment of the first aspect, the homography transformation is

represented by the following first equation:

This may also represented by A h = 0, h being the reduced homography matrix. In this

equation, x and y are coordinates of the first image location and x' and y' are

coordinates of the first reference location; and calculating the first image transformation

comprises calculating h as the eigenvector of ATA with the smallest eigenvalue.



In this way, the homography can be calculated in a quick and efficient way.

A further embodiment of the first aspect comprises identifying a second feature of the

scenery at a second image location in the first reduced image, a third feature of the

scenery at a third image location in the first reduced image, and a fourth feature of the

scenery at a fourth image location in the first reduced image. In this embodiment, the

image reference comprises a second reference to the second feature at a second

reference location, a third reference to the third feature at a third reference location, and

a fourth reference to the fourth feature at a fourth reference location; and the

homography transformation is represented by the following first equation:

x , y, 1 0 0 0 - x,x, - x ,y , -

0 0 0 x t y t 1 - y t
'x t - y t

'y t -

In this equation, x and y are coordinates of the first, the second, the third or the fourth

image locations and x' and y' are coordinates of the first, the second, the third and the

fourth reference locations, respectively, the coordinates of the image locations and the

reference locations forming a first location pair, a second location pair, a third location

pair and a fourth location pair. Furthermore, in this embodiment, calculating the first

image transformation comprises: setting one of the factors hi , h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8

or h9 to a pre-determined value; and solving the first equation using values of the first

location pair, the second location pair, the third location pair and the fourth location pair.

With at least four pairs of locations of matched features, the elements of the

homography matrix can be uniquely found; with more than four pairs, this will be an

approximation, but it allows finding an optimal solution.

In yet another embodiment of the first aspect, obtaining the reduced first image

comprises downsampling the first image in vertical and horizontal direction by a pre

determined sampling factor. The method further comprises calculating a full size

homography matrix from the reduced homography matrix by the following formula,

wherein k is the pre-determined sampling factor:

h



Also in this embodiment, applying the first image transformation to the first image

comprises for each first image pixel location coordinate vector x calculating a first

transformed pixel coordinate vector x' in accordance with the following formula:

λ x '=H ·x .
f u wherein

λ is a pre-determined scaling factor, x is an x-coordinate of a pixel of the first image, y is

a y-coordinate of the pixel of the first image, x' is an x-coordinate of a pixel of the

transformed first image and y' is a y-coordinate of the transformed first image.

A homography transformation calculated based on a reduced image may not always be

applied one to one on the actual picture. With this embodiment, the transformation to be

applied to the large image can be efficiently calculated.

λ Is a pre-determined factor, of which the value may be arbitrarily chosen. Otherwise,

the same value may be used at each operation.

Again a further embodiment of the first aspect comprises calculating a two-dimensional

distance between the first image location and the first reference location; and discarding

the first image location and the first reference location for calculating the first image

transformation if the two-dimensional distance is above a pre-determined distance

threshold.

With this embodiment, the processing power required for the matching step can be

highly reduced. If a distance between the first image location and the first reference

location is too high, i.e. larger than the pre-determined distance threshold, it is not very

likely that both features will match. Therefore, the matching step is skipped for these

features and a matching process may continue with the remaining features in the first

image, and then with matching another pair of features, i.e. check whether two other

features of the image reference and the first reduced image form a pair.

A second aspect provides a method of merging a first image and a second image

representing a first view and a second view of the scenery, respectively. The method



comprises obtaining the first image and the second image. The method further

comprises obtaining a reduced first image by reducing the information density of the first

image and obtaining a reduced second image by reducing the information density of the

second image. The method also comprises the method according to the first aspect or

embodiments thereof for transforming the first image with the reduced second image as

the image reference; and merging the first transformed image and the second image.

The method according to the first aspect and embodiments thereof are well suited for

transforming images for later merging processes, for example to obtain HDR or high

dynamic range pictures.

In a third aspect, a module is provided for transforming a first image representing a view

of a scenery. The module comprises a receiver for receiving the first image;

a reference input for obtaining an image reference for the scenery, the image reference

comprising a first reference to a first reference feature at a first reference location;

a processing unit. The processing unit is arranged to obtain a reduced first image by

reducing the information density of the first image by a pre-determined factor; identify at

least one first image feature of the scenery at a first image location in the first reduced

image; match the first reference feature to the first image feature; if the first reference

feature matches to the first image feature, calculate a first image transformation by

calculating a shift of the feature from the first reference location to the first image

location; and provide a transformed first image by applying the first image

transformation to at least a part of the first image.

Such module is well suitable for carrying out the method according to the first aspect.

In a fourth aspect, a device is provided for merging a first image and a second image

representing a first view and a second view of the scenery, respectively. The device

comprises an image receiver for receiving the first image and the second image; a data

reduction circuit for obtaining a reduced second image by reducing the information

density of the second image; the module according to the third aspect for transforming

the first image with the reduced second image as the image reference; and an image

merging circuit for merging the first transformed image and the second image.



A fifth aspect provides a computer programme product comprising computer executable

instructions for programming a computer to enable the computer to execute any of the

methods according to the first aspect and embodiments thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The various aspects and embodiments thereof will now be discussed in further detail in

conjunction with Figures. In the Figures,

Figure 1: shows an electronic camera;

Figure 2 A : shows taking of picture of a scenery with slightly different camera angles;

Figure 2 B: also shows taking of picture of a scenery with slightly different camera

angles;

Figure 3 : shows the electronic camera in further detail;

Figure 4 : shows a flowchart;

Figure 5 A : shows three images to be stitched to form a panoramic view image;

Figure 5 B: shows a panoramic view image; and

Figure 6 : shows an image handling server.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of an electronic photo camera 100. The camera 100

comprises a lens module 102, a shutter module 104, an image capture circuit 106 and a

processing unit 120. Light emitted and/or reflected by an object enters the camera via

the lens module 102. The lens module 102 focuses the light received to provide a sharp

image on the image capture circuit 106. To this purpose, the lens module 102 may

comprise one or more lenses that in the latter case have a distance between them that

may be varied to improve focus or to enlarge a part of an image. The image capture



circuit 106 may be a CCD sensor, a MOS light sensitive sensor or any other light

sensitive image capture circuit.

Between the lens module 102 and the image capture circuit 106 the shutter module 104

may be provided. Image capture circuits are available that are able to capture images in

a fast way. However, for certain photographs, like in sports, a faster image capture time

may be required that may be provided by the optional shutter module 104 for providing

a short exposure time. Combined with an increased sensitivity of the image capture

circuit 106, the shorter exposure time results in sharp and well exposed images of a

scenery.

To provide a well balanced exposure of a scenery with a broad dynamic range of

luminance, the principle of image bracketing may be used. Multiple pictures are taken

from a scenery, with different shutter speed of the shutter module 104 and/or sensitivity

of the image capture circuit 106. Information from the different picture is subsequently

used to provide one single picture with a broad luminance range. The final picture is

usually obtained by merging the pictures taken. While taking pictures, the position of the

camera 100 may change. This is particularly the case when the camera 100 is held by a

person, rather than being placed on a tripod. This is indicated in Figure 2 A and Figure 2

B.

In Figure 2 A, the camera 100 is placed in a first camera angle 100'. With the camera, a

first picture 2 10 and a second picture 220 are taken for a bracketing process. Pictures

are taken from a scenery comprising a point X . This results in a point x on the first

picture 2 10 and in a point x' on the second picture 220. Between taking the first picture

2 10 and the second picture 220, the camera 100 is rotated slightly around an optical

axis 10 1 of the camera 100. This results in the point x being located at a first position in

the first picture 2 10 which is different from a second position at which the point x' is

located on the second picture 220.

In Figure 2 B, the camera 100 is placed at a first camera angle 100" for taking a first

picture 230. In the interval between taking the first picture 230 and taking a second

picture 240, the camera 100 is moved from the first camera angle 100" to a second

camera angle 100"'. In both the first camera angle 100" and the second camera angle



100"', a picture is taken from a point X in a scenery plane 250. Due to the movement of

the camera 100, the point X results in a point x at a first location on the first picture 230

and a point x' at a second location on the second picture 240 and the first location is

different from the second location.

Due to the different locations of the projection of the point X on different pictures taken,

proper merging of the pictures taken to form one final picture is more difficult than just

taking averages of pixels at the same locations or by taking pixel values from either one

of the pictures for a corresponding location in the final picture. Simple merging by just

taking averages at specific locations of pictures would mean that x' and x" would appear

at two locations in the final picture, so the final picture would comprise two images of

point X . To prevent this, the first picture 2 10, the second picture 220 or both have to be

transformed prior to merging the picture.

In the scenarios depicted by Figure 2 A and Figure 2 B, the transformation of point x in

the first picture lets itself be translated to point x' in the second picture by means of a

homography transformation. Figure 3 shows the camera 100 in further detail and in

particular parts that handle transformation, merging and other processing operations

that may be used for a full bracketing operation, including the merging.

The processing unit 120 comprises a scaling circuit 124, an identification circuit 126, a

feature matching circuit 128, a transform calculation unit 130, a transformation circuit

132 and a merging circuit 134. The processing unit 120 further comprises a data

receiving unit 122 for receiving image data, a first memory communication unit 136 for

communicating with a working memory 108 and a second memory communication unit

138 for communication with a mass storage memory 110 for storing image data. The

various units of the processing unit 120 can be hardwired or softwired. This means that

the processing unit 120 can be manufactured to perform the various operation or that

the processing unit 120 can be programmed to perform the various operations. In the

latter case, the processing unit 120 can be programmed by means of computer

readable and executable instructions 107 as stored in the working memory 108.

The functionality of the processing unit 120 and other components of the camera 100

will now be discussed in conjunction with a procedure depicted by a flowchart 400



provided by Figure 4 . The procedure starts with start point 402. Subsequently, a picture

is taken by means of the image capture circuit 106 in step 404. Alternatively, a picture is

acquired in another way. In step 406, it is checked whether enough pictures have been

taken to perform an intended operation. In case specifically two or more pictures have

to be taken, which pictures have to be merged, further pictures are taken. Alternatively,

when only the transformation of a single picture taken has to be calculated with respect

to a pre-determined reference that may be available, one picture may be sufficient.

If enough pictures have been taken, the pictures taken are downsampled in step 408 to

reduce the information density of the pictures. Such downsampling may be performed

by replacing a two by two pixel block by one reduced pixel. The image value of the

reduced pixel is the average of the values of the four pixels in the two by two pixel

block, so for example of the red, green and blue values. Alternatively, a three by three,

four by four or even larger pixel block may be averaged. Such way of downsampling is

very simple from a processing point of view. Alterative methods of downsampling may

be used as well, including weighed averaging, interpolation and the like.

After the pictures have been downsampled to obtain reduced pictures, an image

reference is obtained in step 4 10 . In a preferred embodiment where multiple pictures

have been obtained, one of the pictures taken is defined as a reference image. This

may be a reduced or downsampled picture. Alternatively, another image reference may

be taken. In case a picture relates to map data - because it is for example an aerial

picture - a transformation may be done with only reference points as an image

reference, rather than a reference image. In certain regions, markers are provided on

for example roads or other places in the field that have a well documented location and

that can be well identified from an aerial photograph. In that case, the reference

locations are matched with the landmarks or beacons to be identified in the reduced

picture.

Once the image reference for the scenery depicted by the reduced picture or reduced

pictures taken has been identified, features are identified in step 4 12 . Features are

identified in the image reference and in the (other) reduced picture(s) taken. Such

features may be regions of corners, blob-like regions, uniform areas, other or a

combination thereof. Efficient tools for identifying and describing features are available,



like SIFT and SURF. With the feature identification using these tools, the features are

also documented with respect to location of the feature, size, colour values and the like.

For matching, in one embodiment a feature of a reduced picture related to a picture to

be transformed to the image reference is compared to each reference feature for finding

a match, which reference feature is selected in step 414. Such operation may cost a lot

of computing effort, even for downsampled pictures. In another embodiment, the

location of a feature in the picture to be transformed is first compared to the location of a

reference feature and a distance or shift is calculated in step 4 16 . For this embodiment,

a location of a feature is to be generated by the feature identification algorithm. If the

distance thus calculated is above a pre-determined distance threshold, which is tested

in step 4 16, continue the search with testing the next feature. If no distance is below the

threshold, the reference feature is discarded for the matching operation in step 440 and

another reference feature is selected in step 414.

With a reference feature and an image feature selected, the features are matched by

comparing the features and the feature descriptors in particular in step 420. An image

feature matches with a reference feature if the feature descriptors for both the reduced

picture and the image reference are very close to or equal to one another and have a

difference within a pre-determined feature difference boundary. Such descriptor can be

location, colour, hue, size of the feature, shape of the feature, other or a combination

thereof. Matched features and in particular their location in the image reference and the

reduced picture to be transformed are coupled and store for later use.

In step 422, it is tested whether all features identified in the reduced picture of the

picture to be transformed have been matched or at least have been assessed for

matched for matching. If not, the process branches back to step 4 12 . Alternatively or

additionally, it is checked whether all reduced images have been processed. If all

features and/or pictures have been assessed and at least some pairs of reference

features and image features have been set, the process continues to step 424 for

calculating a transformation that the image has to undergo to fit with its identified

features to the image reference and the reference features with which the identified

features have been matched.



Referring to Figure 2 A and by taking a reduced version of first picture 2 10 as the

reference image, this means that a transformation is calculated from the point identified

with x' to the point identified with x in the second picture 220. Both represent the point X

in the scenery from which a photograph is taken and assumed to have been matched in

5 a pair. In particular this transform, with different image locations representing a picture

of the point X of the scenery, can be represented by a homography transform. This is

also the case for the scenario depicted by Figure 2 B.

A real life situation is usually not this ideal, but can be well approximated by both

1 0 scenario's. Therefore, factors are calculated for perform ing a homog raphy

transformation. A homography transformation is represented as a 3 by 3 matrix H in

homogeneous coordinates. Assuming that x in the reduced version of the first picture

2 10 and x' in the reduced version of the second picture 220 are a pair of matched point

and λ is an arbitrary or pre-determined scale factor, the homography transformation is

1 5 represented by:

· χ = Η 3 3 · χ ,

which can also be represented

By eliminating the scale factor λ, a pair of matched points gives two equations:

y 1 0 0 0 —x i x i x x
[h h h4 h h6 h h9 J =

? 0 0 x y 1 - y x - y i y i —y

With n pairs of matched points, this yields:

A h = 0

3 0



In which A is a 2n x 9 matrix containing the coordinates of the matched points and h is a

9x1 column vector of the 3x3 homography matrix H . This is a standard homogeneous

equation system, which can be solved by established methods in linear algebra. In

particular, this equation system can be regarded as a least squares problem with the

objective to minimise | | Ah —0 | |2. As a solution to the equation system, h is given by

SVD as the eigenvector of ATA .

Although there are nine unknowns in the two equations, being the nine elements of the

matrix H, there are only eight degrees of freedom, because the coordinates are

homogeneous. Hence, it is possible to set one of the elements to 1 - or another arbitrary

or pre-determined value. With eight unknowns, at least four pairs of matched point are

needed to uniquely solve the elements of the homography matrix H. In real life

situations, there will be significantly more than four feature pairs detected and matched,

which means the least squares problem is to be solved. This allows the best

approximate values to be calculated.

Having calculated the transformation and the elements of the homography matrix in

particular, the procedure continues to step 426 for upscaling the transform. Because the

transformation has been calculated with data using reduced pictures rather than the

actual picture taken, the transformation calculated has to be upscaled. In the scenario

already discussed where the picture taken has been downscaled in horizontal as well as

vertical direction by a factor 2, the relationship between the x in the first picture 2 10, x'

in the second picture 220 and the calculated homography matrix H is:

Which can be translated to:

x 1 0 0 0 - x ix i -x.y. - x 0
2

0 0 0 x l y l 1 -y.x. - i 0



This equation yield the following relation between the homography transformation matrix

HfUii for transformation of the actual picture taken and the elements of the homography

matrix calculated on the basis of the reduced pictures:

Having upscaled the transformation and in this embodiment having in particular

upscaled the homography matrix in step 426, pictures taken and in case of merging, in

particular pictures that have not been set as reference, are transformed in step 428. The

transformation is in this embodiment a homography transform and the input and output

locations are locations of pixels with a pixel colour value like an RGB value.

In an embodiment where pictures are to be merged, for example to an HDR image (high

dynamic range image), the procedure continues to a merging step 430. At the end, the

procedure ends in a terminator 432.

The various steps of the flowchart 400 are performed by the circuits of the processing

unit 120. In particular, the scaling circuit 124 is arranged for scaling of pictures,

including upscaling and downscaling. The identification circuit 126 is arranged for

identifying features in image references and images, either full-size or downsized. The

feature matching circuit 128 is arranged for matching identified features from a picture

feature to a reference feature.

The transform calculation circuit 130 is arranged for calculating an image transformation

based on matched features and in particular for calculating factors for a homography

transform. However, the transform calculation circuit 130 may also be arranged to

perform other types of image transforms for aligning features by programming the

processing unit 120. The transformation circuit 132 is arranged for transforming images

in accordance with a transformation calculated by the transform calculation circuit 130.

The merging circuit 134 is arranged for merging two or more pictures to one final

picture. This may be done in many ways: by simply taking averages of pixel values, by



taking weighed averages, by taking colour values of a pixel of only one of the pictures,

interpolation, extrapolation, other, or a combination thereof.

Thus far, merging of pictures has been discussed for the purpose of obtaining high

dynamic range images. For that purpose, images are fully or at least for a very

substantial part of their area merged with other images. However, the procedure

presented by means of the flowchart 400 with all its variations can also be used for

stitching of images to form a broad picture that provides a panoramic view.

For stitching, the procedure depicted by the flowchart 400 may be applied to full images

and/or to only a part thereof. Figure 5 A shows a first picture 5 10, a second picture 520

and a third picture 530. Each of the three pictures depicts a part of a broad panoramic

scenery, with small overlapping regions comprising substantially the same visual

information.

The first picture 5 10 comprises a first right region 5 12 comprising substantially the same

visual information as a second left region 522 of the second picture 520. The second

picture 520 also comprises a second right region 524 comprising substantially the same

visual information as a third left region 534. The first right region 5 12 shows a first

feature at a first location 540 and the second left region 522 shows the first feature at a

second location 540'. The second right region 524 shows a second feature at a third

location 550 and the third left region shows the second feature at a fourth location 550'.

To provide a full panoramic image 560 as depicted by Figure 5 B, the operations of

feature detection, feature matching, calculation of transformation and transformation are

also applied to the second picture 520, with the first picture 5 10 as reference. The first

feature at the first location 540 and the second location 540' may be used to calculate

the transformation. These steps may be applied to the whole area of the second picture

520. Alternatively, these steps are only applied to the second left region 522. Preferably,

in combination with the latter alternative, transient effects between the second left

region 522 and the rest of the second picture 520 are prevented as much as possible by

smoothing measures like interpolation.



In one embodiment, the full second left region 522 is submitted to steps as depicted by

the flowchart 400 of Figure 4 and directly right to the second left region 522, the image

data is over a pre-determined range - for example the width of the second left region

522 - interpolated between the second left region 522 and the rest of the second picture

520. With interpolated is meant that data is less and less transformed compared to the

full transformation of the second left region 522. The transition may be linear, quadratic,

other, or a combination thereof. In another embodiment, the transition already starts in

the second left region 522. In another embodiment, data in the second picture 520 is not

transformed outside the second left region 522.

Subsequently, the first picture 510 and the second picture 520 are merged. For merging

the second picture 520 with the third picture 530, the same procedure may be followed.

In this way, the fully or partially transformed third picture 530 is merged with the first

picture 5 10 and the second picture 520 to create the full panoramic image 560.

Thus far, the device in which the procedure depicted by the flowchart 400 of Figure 4

and variations thereof are carried out has been presented as the camera 100 shown by

Figure 1, and variations thereof. The procedure may also be carried out remotely from a

location where the picture is taken and/or where the picture has been stored. Figure 6

shows an image handling server 600. The image handling server comprises the

processing unit 120 of the camera 100 (Figure 1) , arranged in the same way as in the

camera 100 - and arranged to be configured differently, for example for calculating other

transformation than a homography transformation. In such case, the processing unit

120 can be programmed by means of computer readable and executable instructions

107 as stored in a working memory 108.

The image handling server 600 further comprises a server network interface 112 to

communicate with a mobile data transmission base station 152 and a personal

computer 170 via a network 150. Figure 6 further shows a further electronic camera 160

comprising a transceiver unit 162 for communicating with the image handling server via

the mobile data transmission base station 152. The further electronic camera 160 is

arranged to send picture taken by and stored on the further electronic camera 160 to

the image handling server 600 for transformation and, in case desired, merging of



pictures. The resulting picture may be stored in the mass storage memory 110 of the

image handling server 600 or sent back to the further electronic camera 160.

Communication between the image handling server 600 and the personal computer 170

is done in basically the same way as the personal computer 170 is arranged to send

picture stored in the personal computer 170 to the image handling server 600 for

transformation and, in case desired, merging of pictures. The resulting picture may be

stored in the mass storage memory 110 of the image handling server 600 or sent back

to the personal computer 170.

Expressions such as "comprise", "include", "incorporate", "contain", "is" and "have" are

to be construed in a non-exclusive manner when interpreting the description and its

associated claims, namely construed to allow for other items or components which are

not explicitly defined also to be present. Reference to the singular is also to be

construed in be a reference to the plural and vice versa. When data is being referred to

as audiovisual data, it can represent audio only, video only or still pictures only or a

combination thereof, unless specifically indicated otherwise in the description of the

embodiments.

In the description above, it will be understood that when an element such as layer,

region or substrate is referred to as being "on", "onto" or "connected to" another

element, the element is either directly on or connected to the other element, or

intervening elements may also be present.

Furthermore, the invention may also be embodied with less components than provided

in the embodiments described here, wherein one component carries out multiple

functions. Just as well may the invention be embodied using more elements than

depicted in the Figures, wherein functions carried out by one component in the

embodiment provided are distributed over multiple components.

A person skilled in the art will readily appreciate that various parameters disclosed in

the description may be modified and that various embodiments disclosed and/or

claimed may be combined without departing from the scope of the invention.



It is stipulated that the reference signs in the claims do not limit the scope of the claims,

but are merely inserted to enhance the legibility of the claims.



Claims:

1. Method (400) of transforming a first image representing a view of a

scenery, comprising:

- Obtaining (404) the first image;

Obtaining (408) a reduced first image by reducing the information density of

the first image by a pre-determined factor;

Obtaining (41 0) an image reference for the scenery, the image reference

comprising a first reference to a first reference feature at a first reference location;

- Identifying (41 2) at least one first image feature of the scenery at a first

image location in the first reduced image;

Matching (420) the first reference feature to the first image feature;

If the first reference feature matches to the first image feature, calculating

(424) a first image transformation by calculating a shift of the feature from the first

reference location to the first image location; and

Obtaining (428) a transformed first image by applying the first image

transformation to at least a part of the first image.

2 . Method (400) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the first

transformation is a homography transformation.

3 . Method (400) according to claim 2, wherein the homography transformation

is represented by the following first equation:

Also represented by A h = 0, h being the reduced homography matrix, wherein:

Wherein x and y are coordinates of the first image location and x' and y' are

coordinates of the first reference location; and

Wherein calculating the first image transformation comprises calculating h

as the eigenvector of ATA with the smallest eigenvalue.

4 . Method (400) according to claim 2 or 3, further comprising identifying a

second feature of the scenery at a second image location in the first reduced image, a

third feature of the scenery at a third image location in the first reduced image, and a



fourth feature of the scenery at a fourth image location in the first reduced image,

wherein:

the image reference comprises a second reference to the second feature

at a second reference location, a third reference to the third feature at a third reference

location, and a fourth reference to the fourth feature at a fourth reference location;

the homography transformation is represented by the following first

equation:

Wherein x and y are coordinates of the first, the second, the third or the fourth image

locations and x' and y' are coordinates of the first, the second, the third and the fourth

reference locations, respectively, the coordinates of the image locations and the

reference locations forming a first location pair, a second location pair, a third location

pair and a fourth location pair; and

Wherein calculating (424) the first image transformation comprises:

- Setting one of the factors hi , h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8 or h9 to a pre

determined value; and

Solving the first equation using values of the first location pair, the second

location pair, the third location pair and the fourth location pair.

5 . Method (400) according to claim 3 or 4 , wherein obtaining (404) the

reduced first image comprises downsampling the first image in vertical and horizontal

direction by a pre-determined sampling factor, the method further comprising:

calculating (424) a ful l size homography matrix from the reduced

homography matrix by the following formula, wherein k is the pre-determined sampling

factor:

h

H full h " 5

k h k -

and wherein:

applying (428) the first image transformation to the first image comprises for

each first image pixel location coordinate vector x calculating a first transformed pixel

coordinate vector x' in accordance with the following formula:

x '-H -x



λ is a pre-determined scaling factor, x is an x-coordinate of a pixel of the

first image, y is a y-coordinate of the pixel of the first image, x' is an x-coordinate of a

pixel of the transformed first image and y' is a y-coordinate of the transformed first

image.

6 . Method (400) according to any of the claims 1 to 5, comprising:

Calculating (41 6) a two-dimensional distance between the first image

location and the first reference location; and

- Discarding (440) the first image location if the two-dimensional distance is

above a pre-determined distance threshold; Discarding the reference location if no

distance from the first image is below the threshold.

7 . Method (400) of merging a first image and a second image representing a

first view and a second view of the scenery, respectively, comprising:

Obtaining (404) the first image and the second image;

Obtaining (408) a reduced first image by reducing the information density of

the first image;

Obtaining (408) a reduced second image by reducing the information

density of the second image;

The method (400) according to any of the claims 1 to 6 for transforming the

first image with the reduced second image as the image reference; and

Merging (430) the first transformed image and the second image.

8 . Method (400) of merging a first image and a second image representing a

first view and a second view of the scenery, respectively, comprising:

Obtaining (404) the first image and the second image;

Obtaining (408) a reduced first image by reducing the information density of

the first image;

- Obtaining (408) a reduced second image by reducing the information

density of the second image;



Calculating (41 0) a reduced average image by averaging image values of

the first image and the second image on a per-location basis;

The method (400) according to any of the claims 1 to 6 for transforming the

first image with the reduced average image as the image reference;

- The method (400) according to any of the claims 1 to 6 for transforming the

second image with the reduced average image as the image reference; and

Merging (430) the transformed first image and the transformed second

image.

9 . Module ( 120) for transforming a first image representing a view of a

scenery, comprising:

A receiver (122) for receiving the first image;

A reference input ( 124) for obtaining an image reference for the scenery,

the image reference comprising a first reference to a first reference feature at a first

reference location;

A processing ( 120) unit arranged to:

Obtain a reduced first image ( 124) by reducing the information

density of the first image by a pre-determined factor;

Identify at least one first image ( 126) feature of the scenery at a

first image location in the first reduced image;

Match ( 128) the first reference feature to the first image

feature;

If the first reference feature matches to the first image feature,

calculate ( 130) a first image transformation by calculating a shift of the

feature from the first reference location to the first image location; and

Provide ( 132) a transformed first image by applying the first

image transformation to at least a part of the first image.

10 . Device ( 100) for merging a first image and a second image representing a

first view and a second view of the scenery, respectively, the device comprising:

An image receiver ( 106, 112) for receiving the first image and the second

image;

A data reduction circuit ( 124) for obtaining a reduced second image by

reducing the information density of the second image;



The module ( 120) according to claim 9 for transforming the first image with

the reduced second image as the image reference; and

An image merging circuit ( 134) for merging the first transformed image and

the second image.

11. Device ( 100) according to claim 10, wherein the image receiver comprises

a camera ( 102, 106) comprising a photosensitive circuit ( 106).

12 . Device ( 100) according to claim 10, wherein the image receiver comprises

a network communication module ( 1 12) for receiving the first image from an image

capturing device over a network connection.

13 . Computer programme product ( 107) comprising computer executable

instructions ( 107) for programming a computer to enable the computer to execute any of

the methods according to any of the claims 1 to 8 .
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